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SCAA starts process to upgrade
air navigation services

In order to be at par with the global and Africa-Indian Ocean region plans for harmonization of technologies, increased
airspace capacity and improved environmental efficiency that modern air traffic growth demands in every region around the
world, Seychelles Civil Aviation Authority (SCAA) is engaging into a process to modernize its air navigation services.
Consequently, an accord has been
signed recently in the margin of the
World ATM congress in Madrid, Spain
between Seychelles and a German
based
airport
and
consultancy
services (ATRiCS). The congress is the
world’s largest international air traffic
management (ATM) exhibition and
conference.This signing was done by
Mr. Garry Albert, the Chief Executive
Officer of the SCAA, who is leading
a delegation at the congress and Mr.
Wolfgang Hatzack Chief Executive
Officer of ATRiCS. Through this MOU, it
has been established that both parties
will cooperate on a world-leading
trajectory-based ATM automation
system for tower and approach control
services, as well as Remote Tower
Optical Systems for remotely operated
aerodrome control services within the
Seychelles Flight Information Region
(FIR).

“We are going to implement an ATM
modernisation programme that will
improve the safety and efficiency
throughout our operations, enable us
to provide better services to our airline
customers and cater for future growth.
There has been a significant increase
in air traffic movements in and out of
the Seychelles International Airport and
FIR in recent years. In 2013 we handled
around 47,963 flights per year whereas
in 2018, 63,190 flights were handled
per year. All indication shows that the
traffic movement will continue to grow
and we aim to be ready” Mr Albert said.
SCAA will be collaborating with ATRiCS,
as their modular best-in-class and open
market approach is fully in line with
their idea of a responsible air navigation
service provider.

“SCAA and ATRiCS share the same
vision of the transformation the ATM
market will be undergoing. We feel very
honoured to collaborate with them,
and look forward to joining forces for
delivering a fully integrated and highly
automated ATM system for area control,
approach and tower.” said Wolfgang
Hatzack, Chief Executive Officer ATRiCS,
SCAA’s current ATM system have
several limitations impeding the
implementation
of
a
modern
performance based procedures, it is
therefore highly recommended that
it modernizes the existing one, and
introduce surveillance to eliminate the
limitations so as not to be left behind
regionally and globally. Furthermore,
this project will enhance safety, increase
airspace capacity, improve flight
efficiency and minimize the adverse
environment effects in the Seychelles’
airspace.
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Message from the CEO
Dear Staff,
As we move forward, I am committed to
building upon the strong foundation of my
predecessor Mr. Gilbert Faure.
As you know, SCAA’s mission is to ensure the
highest standards in safety, security and
quality of service for the travelling public
and it is thanks to your dedication and
professionalism that we remain respected
in the industry and that we deliver on our
mandate.
It is indeed an honour to be part of a
reputable organisation and workforce,
which contribute significantly towards the
country’s socio-economic progress.
Hence, as we continue our journey, I once
again call upon you to always be mindful
of our core values and of our commitment
to deliver the highest ethical standards
so that we become a high-performance
organization.
For the new staff we believe that each
employee contributes directly to the
success of SCAA, and we hope you will take
pride in being a member of our team.
I sincerely hope that we all remain positive
in our pursuit to create a happy workforce
and let us strive for excellence in whatever
that we do!
Mr. Garry Albert
Chief Executive Officer,
Seychelles Civil Aviation Authority
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Service delivery
remains pivotal
for the airport
Minister Dogley touring the SCAA premises

Enhanced service delivery, a skillful workforce, modern infrastructures and new technologies are key elements requiring our
much-needed attention in order to match the airport image that we are trying to sell.

T

he Minister for Tourism, Civil
Aviation, Ports and Marine, Mr
Didier Dogley conveyed this
message to the Management and staff
of the Seychelles Civil Aviation Authority
(SCAA), during a visit at the Pointe Larue
international airport last week.
This was part of his familiarization tour
to learn more about the organization
and to meet the management and staff.
Thanking the staff for their remarkable
efforts being invested in their work, the
Minister reiterated the support of his
government in the plans and projects
being undertaken by the authority, and
the necessity to put more emphasis on
training, service delivery and capacity
building in the civil aviation sector.

“SCAA staff plays an important role
in the tourism industry and to the
economy of Seychelles, and we have to
sustain the staff working around the
clock to ensure that our airport remains
competitive and sustainable.”
Minister Dogley said that the way
forward for the Seychelles International
Airport is to introduce new technologies
to improve customer experience and
enhance operational efficiency, hence
giving our clients the service that they
expect.

During his visit at SCAA, Mr Dogley
also toured the Air Navigation Services
block where he met staff at the air
traffic control tower, control centre and
technical room. He also met the Airport
firefighters as well as some support
staff of the main SCAA’s head office.
Mr Dogley was accompanied by the
Principal Secretary for Civil Aviation,
Ports & Marine, Mr. Alan Renaud, the
authority’s Chief Executive Officer Mr.
Garry Albert and the Chairman of the
Board Capt. David Savy.

He stressed on the necessity to bring
all stakeholders onboard with the plans
and projects that we are planning to
implement to ensure that we deliver the
first and last impression we are aiming
for.
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“A pleasure to learn
what goes on behind the
scenes at the airport.”
This was the feedback of the Seychelles Nation journalist, Vidya Gappy - after she got the chance to get an insight in the
core functions of SCAA during a half day familiarization visit on its premises.
Surveillance system in the Seychelles’ airspace, navigational aids, safety and security at the airport, were amongst the areas of
focus for this activity organised by the Corporate Communications Division.
The journalists, photographers and TV presenters also learn more about the airside, terminal and landside operations. This visit
ended at the Airport Fire and Rescue Services with a demonstration by the firefighters.
Nelson Esparon from Today in Seychelles described the visit as a great learning experience whereby he was able to ask questions
about ongoing projects and future regulations for operations of drones in Seychelles”
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Praslin staff test their fitness

L

ate last month a group of SCAA staff from Praslin challenged themselves by walking from the Praslin Airport via Mont Plaisir,
Anse Lazio and finished on the Cote D’Or beach.

This was part of the occupational health activities to test the level of fitness of the staff on the island. The trail walk is also part
of the SCAA’s health and wellbeing programme which kicked off in December last year.

Thank you for your service...

(Left to Right) Mr. Darel Boniface (GM ETS), Mr. Garry Albert (CEO SCAA), Miss. Lorella Uranie GM HR & Admin, Mr. John Bonne, Carpenter (42 yrs with SCAA),
Mr. Peter Morel Sub Officer AFRS (32 years with SCAA), Jean Baptiste Felix Maintenance Supervisor (46 years with SCAA), Mr. Bernard Henriette CFO AFRS

CEO. Mr Garry Albert thanked the three retirees for their many years of service at SCAA. Mr Albert stressed that

“Our people remain as one of our values as an organisation, and should always be
treated with dignity and respect”.
The retirees received one token of appreciation each, a framed painting of the airport.
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Gym Buddies
Josette Ruiz

I

f there is something you don’t
like when you look at yourself
in the mirror, then it’s time to
make a change.”
Finding motivation is not something that is hard for me. I have been
doing exercise for over 14 years. I do it for the love of it, and of course
it comes with the satisfaction of feeling good about myself. I have been
going to the SCAA gym ever since it first opened its doors to the staff in
2015. However, it is not my only form of exercise; I am also a yoga and Tai
chi (Qigong) Instructor. The main purpose of me undertaking all these
forms of exercise is to stay fit, watch my figure as well as to remain on
my peak.
At the gym itself, I feel as though the small consistent group who go to
the gym during lunchtime are somewhat a form of motivation. Some
instructors are helpful and will always provide you with advice and
motivate you to do your best to achieve your best form. By the time you
leave the gym, you’re bound to feel good!
If I could give a word of encouragement to others, I would just say that
‘the pain you feel today, is the strength you’ll feel tomorrow’! If there is
something you don’t like when you look at yourself in the mirror, then
it’s time to make a change.

Keren Jeanne

F

itness is all in your mind-set.”

I never had any real intention to start going to the gym. It all started after
I had a health screening done by Ms. Faure that showed that my BMI was
above 30, which meant that I was classified as obese. That in itself was
the main reason for me to start. I started going to the SCAA gym since
it first opened. Slowly I started seeing the changes happening to my
body, that became a motivation for me to continue. This then turned
into a lifestyle. I also started taking up other forms of exercise such as
jogging and swimming. To those who wish to start going to the gym, it
is important to note the fitness is all in your mind-set. You have to know
what it is you want, why you’re going and really putting in the work to
see the change. It is after all, a lifestyle.
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Lina Barbe

T

he changes you see will
always push you to work for
more!

Going to the gym is not an easy habit to stick to, especially when you’re
just starting out. Luckily when I started going, in March 2018, there was
a nice group of people who went during the same slot that I did. That
became a motivation for me to keep going and I learnt a lot of new things
from them and the instructors. It has become such an integral part of my
lifestyle that when I skip a session, I don’t feel like myself anymore.
I find the gym to be an escape. It is a way for me to get my mind of
work and reduce stress. The more you push yourself to go, the more
you realise that at some point, you’ve actually turned yourself into a
consistent person in many other tasks or activities that you undertake.
Fitness has this way of making you realise how much your body can
change depending on what you feed it and the amount of work you put
in to commit to exercise. The changes you see will always push you to
work for more!

Kurtis Lespoir

T

he gym is not solely for people
who want to lose weight

When I started working at SCAA and was told about the gym, I joined
knowing that it would complement the other forms of exercise that I take
part in. It’s very therapeutic, I find it really good not only for my physical
health, but also my mental wellbeing. It is also very encouraging when
the usual faces come to gym at lunch time, it’s an escape from the work
load and the instructor is really helpful! I really look forward to going!
My main goals are to stay healthy, keep fit and improve my focus. I
would encourage anyone who wants to start, to go for it. The gym is not
focused solely for people who want to lose weight, but to remain healthy,
both physically and mentally. In the context of the organisation, I find
that since SCAA has gone out of its way to provide its staff with a gym,
the workforce should reflect that. It is okay to start somewhere, the aim
should be to start.
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Gym Buddies
Chantal Havelock

Have you always been an active person?

No not always. I played badminton at a young age then I stopped.

I see you on fitness programme on SBC for how long have you joined the fitness exercise?
It has been 7years since I joined fitness exercise after doctor’s advice.

What kind of exercise do you do as nowadays we have Zumba, insanity etc?

The three main exercise that I am currently doing are Zumba, Aerobics and Weighs at the gym.

How often do you exercise and do you have a special diet as well?

I exercise 2-4 times a week and as for a special diet I drink plenty of water, eat many fruits and vegetables and other healthy
produce. I usually eat rice once a week and I do not use process sugar.

Do you do other sports?
No only fitness activities

Apart from your job and your fitness programme what other activities do you do?
I am a keyboardist and I also sing in church.

Any additional information you would love to share.

Nothing is impossible in life, if you want something you can always achieve it no matter how many times you fail, you should never
give up but instead try harder in order to attain you goal as in the in it will be rewarding and you will be proud of yourself.
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Eco garden, a new attraction
in the Domestic Terminal
The natural flora of our pristine islands can now be seen , in an eco-garden,
which is found above the check in area of the Domestic Terminal.
Passengers and guests can experience this green space within the airport,
which further capture our natural environment.
This garden, with its assortment of plants, is in support of our eco leap
programme and brand values creating a sanctuary area.
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Morne Blanc Trail Walk

I

t was a calm, luminous day, and the
team of 21 were up and ready at
around 07:45 am at the Tea Tavern.
The team comprised a mixture of staff
and family members. The sunny sky
covered the woods over the treetops
creating a canopy over our head as we
proceeded on the Morne Blanc trail.
The crimson and auburn foliage was a
magnificent sight. There was a gentle
breeze, creating a single sound of
rustling leaves. With the recent rainy
day, the puddles were visible on the
steep forest floor.
From the distance, the trail looked
noticeably easy, but as we gradually
climbed some submitted to exhaustion
and staggered behind. Only five of
us, including the brave Mavis from
Housekeeping,
were
courageous
enough to push our body to the limit.
Along the way fallen timbers
accompanied thickets of wild coffee
(Kafe Maron). A lazy mist hazed my
vision, making the horizon seem like

one from a story book. The area was
imperturbable, as if it was keeping a
secret hidden deep within itself.
Underneath the shade of the trees, I
found myself appreciating the scent
of the unpolluted air. The forest was
pure and clean, as though it had never
been disturbed by man, and the mighty
timber had not a care in the world.
It took us around 50 minutes to make
it on the top of Morne Blanc. Despite
exhaustion, the five of us were still
eager to bring back the olden days by
shouting on the summit that echoed
across the steepest slope of the hill.
This brought a sense of liberty, as we
stood on top of the world away from
all the pressure of the daily hustle and
bustle that goes on at the foot of the
same mountain.
After enjoying the view for a couple
of minutes the rest of the team finally
caught up. As the trail is not limited
only to locals, there was a couple
and an elderly gentleman admiring

the beauty of our beautiful island.
Technology could not miss the chance
to be at such height. All mobile phones
made appearance, clicking and posting
of memorable photos were happening
in real time.
Time stood for approximately 30
minutes as all were admiring the
beauty of the land. Around 09:15 am
all proceeded on the same way back of
which became another challenge. The
fittest touch down on the main road
after 30 minutes and the others soon
after.
As we all resumed to the meeting
point at the tea tavern, we agreed that
we should cool off in the Port Glaud
waterfall. At around 11:00 am we were
all at the waterfall. The agile took liberty
to take a swim and the rest enjoyed the
cool breeze. By noon all dispersed and
proceeded home with stories of the
wonderful adventure to the top of the
Morne Blanc Mountain.

Eco-Friendly Marathon 2019

SCAA staff all hyped up after completing the eco healing marathon.
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IT Manager, Andy Hoareau, in good form.
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Spotlight on...

Naddy Jeanne

Fire Officer | Airport Fire & Rescue
When is your birthday?
13th April 1984

How long have you been with SCAA?

I have been working for SCAA for 10years which has been a great
experience and many opportunity has been provided. I would not
want to change my job for any other.

Address:

I currently reside at Anse Etoile.

Are you originally from this district?

I am originally from Baie Ste. Anne Praslin

How will you describe yourself in three words?

I am someone who is always ready to give a helping hand, simple and
ambitious.

Any pets?

I have a dog called Hunter.

What words of encouragement would you have for those who
are considering joining SCAA?

SCAA provide its staff with a good working environment whereby
many opportunities are provided to increase the skills and build a
career.

What hobbies and interests do you have outside of work?

I enjoy doing sports and my favorite is Judo which I have been doing
for 22years. I am the coach for the national team.

What is your greatest fear?
My greatest fear are Spiders.

If you could take a flight right now where would you go?

I would visit the United States of America to explore the different
attractions.

What does true leadership mean to you?

True leaderships means being able to give example and lead others
in a simple way by making people respect you and you respecting
others. Leading others in the right path of success.

What is your greatest achievement?

My greatest achievement at SCAA was my promotion to leading fire
fighter and being awarded employee of the Month and in life my
greatest achievement would be my Judo club.
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Lavi Sekirite Avyasyon
Leve 5er bomaten pou prepar mwan
Pran en pti tas kafe pou remet mon an mouvman
Anbras lafanmiy enpe for,
Sot obor semen pou esper transport
Pou al get sa lazournen 12 erd-tan lo erport
“Fall in Zofisye”
Ou tan Shift Lider pe kriye
Nou tou debout anlinny, nou tou nou’n kare kare
Apre en pti briefing pou demann dapre nou lasante
Ou ganny dir pour sa bomaten kot ou pou ganny poste
Mon bolpenn dan mon pos, mon pass atase ek mon kol
mon antre dan lasal depar, dir bonzour, e mon fer en pti patrol
si tou zafer I korek mon take over duty
sa ki ti pe travay yerswar I dir granmersi
mon al se mwan mon ava al dormi
Antre premye group kliyan pou al pran zot avyon
“Good morning madam, good morning Sir”, lapolites I vreman enportan
apre get tiket ek paspor pou verifye si tou I ok
tir tou metal e devid pos pou masin pa kriye
pas sak dan x-ray pou gete si napa okenn keksoz danzere
Dan concourse screening point zis bann gro valiz ki pe pase
tou sord kalite keksoz ou war lo sa mason x-ray
sa ki annan lapentir, javel, menm en ponnyen can spray.
Msye eski ouver sa sak silvouple? E lafouy I komanse
I annan keksoz ki pour rezon sekirite, pou bezwen ganny konfiske
Deryer BMA Zofisye pe screen tou bann staff
akoz se la ki zot annan tou akse ek bann aircraft
ou pa pou rantre si ou napa en valid AEP
si ou pes eye nou pou bezwen fer ou sorti
akoz sa enn area I strictly NO ENTRY
Pa setou ki Zofisye AVSEC I annan anba erport koman zot rol
I annan bokou plis keksoz pour nou met anba kontrol.
I zis ki annan ki pou anpes nou bouze,
Be nou koman bann Zofisye Sekirite Avyasyon…
Nou pou kontinnyen persevere.

Mersi
12

Franco Larue
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Free Wi-Fi
Networks
#digitaltips

F

ree Wi-Fi hotspots are becoming more popular locally,
and many of us are sure to have used them in airports,
hotels, coffee shops, malls or restaurants abroad.

While the service is convenient and liberating, it is also
potentially unsafe. Individuals with malicious intent can
setup their own “free” Wi-Fi network in an attempt to lure in
unsuspecting users. There have been many instances where

these individuals find high-traffic locations; near a hotel or
restaurant perhaps, and set up their fake network with a name
like “Free Public Wi-Fi” or “Hotel X Wi-Fi or even the same
name as the existing WIFI.” By the time authorities or telecom
providers arrive with the equipment needed to locate the
source of the signal, the person would be long gone, stolen
user credentials in hand.

When using free Wi-Fi, potential threats can include:
MITM (Man in the Middle) attack
When someone joins a network and using dedicated
software, ‘eavesdrops’ on your connection. During this time,
the data you share would not be private and access to all your
online business, resources, account and password, browsing
and chat histories can potentially be obtained.
Phishing techniques (evil twins and pharming)
Though harder to detect. The wireless networks that pretend
to offer trustworthy Wi-Fi connection to the Internet, such
as those in airport lounges, hotels, or coffee shops. The
bogus network looks identical to a legitimate public network.
Fraudsters try to capture passwords or credit card numbers
of unwitting users who log on to the network.
Unencrypted Networks
When networks are not encrypted upon setup, there is the
possibility that the data can be deciphered, and most users
would not be able to tell.
Malware infection
With more and more Wi-Fi hopping malware and viruses
being discovered lately, it is evident that attackers are
harming users who set up Wi-Fi network via pop-up
windows. Additionally, software vulnerability is a weak spot.
It is another target of the attackers who may write specific
code to make the most of the vulnerability to infect your
devices.
So with these potential threats coming in various forms and
having serious consequences, how do we protect ourselves
when using free Wi-Fi networks? Some of the options are:

Turn off sharing
When connecting to the Internet at a public place, you are
unlikely to want to share anything. You can turn off sharing
from the system preferences or Control Panel, depending on
your OS, or let Windows turn it off for you by choosing the
“Public” option the first time you connect to a new, unsecured
network.
Turn Wi-Fi Off When Not In Use
When you’re finished working online, turn Wi-Fi off on your
laptop, tablet, or smartphone. It’s a nice security habit to get
used to when you’re using untrusted networks (if you have
to use them at all).
Keep Your Antivirus and Antimalware Up to Date
If you ever use public, untrusted networks, make sure your
computer is running some kind of antimalware utility and
complementary antivirus utility as well.
Keep your laptop and mobile operating system up to date
Always make sure that your operating system is well update
with the latest security patches.
VPN
Use a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to encrypt your data
traffic. There are many free and paid VPN services available
online.
HTTPS
Use “https” instead of “http” at the beginning of the web
address or URL because “HTTPS” protocol is safer. Usually
it is shown with a padlock in the browser address bar. This
is very important especially when you need to enter some
credentials and login info on the website or you are visiting.
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